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Presidential Candidate Helps Find Missing Indigenous Persons

How One Presidential Candidate Is Ultimately Changing The World

ORANGE COUNTY, Calif. - Feb. 22, 2022 - PRLog -- Many politicians and human traffickers have
come to fear the actions and words of Chance Trahan, a 41 year old Presidential Candidate, who is doing
everything within his power to help find any and all missing persons being reported. This Candidate is a
threat to their corrupted way of life, which they have comfortably sank themselves into. When Chance
walks into a building, opens his mouth, or fires up posts on his campaign's social media pages, politicians
and human traffickers do anything they can to avoid his presence or to silence his voice.

Trahan states, "Let this be known! I will stand between any human trafficker, or politician that engages in
human trafficking, and their victims at any cost. No missing persons will fly under my radar, especially if
they're indigenous. This has become a major problem to the trafficking industry, because I absolutely will
not back down from my mission of standing up firmly for human trafficking victims everywhere. I am
always willing to sacrifice my safety and my personal life for this cause because this is that important to
me."

It seems as if Chance is not the only one with this mindset and motivation, as several indigenous tribes and
celebrities are rising up and demanding that they no longer be abused by traffickers and corrupt politicians.
With Trahan descending from the Atakapa-Ishak tribe, one can clearly see why this MMIW mission is so
important to him.

"This is my family, these are my friends. They're murdering the people that I love. We will not tolerate any
kind of abuse towards any race at all. It's not appropriate behavior and must be stopped, and together, we
will put an end to this once and for all and hold the guilty parties accountable," says the Presidential
Candidate.

Learn more about Chance Trahan's Presidential Campaign: https://PresidentTrahan.com
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